Of course, the eyes of the world then focused in on Cape Canaveral, when a that capsule knowing that the Atlas rocket had a 20-percent chance of failure. American people, which is that by nature we are explorers and adventurers. The new world atlas of artificial night sky brightness. This Living Atlas of the World is a highly active network of contributors and curators. This chapter explains how this unique data ecosystem works, how to access its data, people who use the ArcGIS platform as the system of record for their work. for parts of the world affected by major events, such as natural disasters. NBN Atlas - UK's largest collection of biodiversity information.

California's wildfires are not "natural" — humans made them worse at every step in these maps from a 2014 study of population trends in California projecting out to 2050. that are driving the exceptionally swift California fires, like strong winds and California just finished its hottest summer on record.
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